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We show that a high-field version of the periodic Schro dingerPoisson system
including nonlinear terms in the Poisson equation (corresponding to a field-
dependent dielectric constant) and effective potentials in the Schro dinger equation
has an infinite number of different stationary states which correspond to solutions
of a nonlinear Schro dingerPoisson eigenvalue problem.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with the study of a quantum mechanical model of
extremely small devices in semi-conductor nanostructures (such as quan-
tum-wires) where the quantum structure has to be taken into account. In
theoretical and numerical studies, the most frequently considered model
is the self-consistent Schro dingerPoisson system (SP). In the physics
literature, numerical computations have been performed and published by
many authors (see Refs. 15); mostly, mixed boundary conditions on a
finite two- or three-dimensional domain (e.g., rectangles) have been con-
sidered in numerical calculations.
Mathematical studies on (SP) have been carried out by Brezzi and
Markowich(6), Illner, Lange, and Zweifel(7) (whole space 3D Cauchy
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problems), Lange and Zweifel(8) (3D periodic problems), Lange, Toomire,
and Zweifel(9) (dissipative systems), Albinus, Kaiser, and Rehberg(10),
Nier(11, 12, 13), Lange, Toomire, and Zweifel(14), Lange, Kavian, and
Zweifel(15), Bohun, Illner, Lange, and Zweifel(16) (error estimates). Intro-
ductory papers and surveys are by Lange, Toomire, and Zweifel(17, 18) and
Zweifel(19).
In this paper we prove that (SP) has an infinite number of stationary
states, i.e., solutions of the form
.(x, t)=ei|t .(x) (| # R) (1.1)
(with a real-valued function .) which satisfy space-periodic boundary
conditions on the unit cube Q=[0, 1]&, &=1, 2, 3.
In Section 2 we formulate the problem and state (and prove) some
preliminary results. Using a variational formulation of the problem we
prove in Section 3 that the (SP) nonlinear eigenvalue problem has an
infinity of solutions; the nonlinearity in the (SP) eigenvalue system is cubic
both in the wave functions (as solutions of the nonlinear Schro dinger equa-
tion) and in the self-consistent potentials (as solutions of the quasi-linear
elliptic Poisson equation coupled to the Schro dinger equation); we also
allow an additional effective exterior and time-independent linear potential
(bias voltage) in the Schro dinger equation which may have a finite number
of singularities (e.g., of Coulomb type) in the unit cube. The total density
we allow is of type
n&n* (1.2)
which is composed of the charge density n=|| 2 arising from the
Schro dinger wave function  (for simplicity we only consider the one state
case; see Section 2) and of a time-independent dopant density n* which
may be represented as
n*=n+D &n
&
A , (1.3)
where n+D is the density of donors and n
&
A the density of acceptors (see
Refs. 14).
We always impose charge neutrality, i.e.,
|
Q
(n&n*) dx=0. (1.4)
In Sections 2 and 3, we treat for simplicity only the case Q n*(x) dx=1;
Eq. (1.4) becomes
|
Q
n dx=1 (1.5)
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(which is the same as normalizing the wave functions  to one). The non-
linearity in the potential Poisson equation is modelling a field-dependent
dielectric constant of the form
=(x, {V )==0+=1 |{V | 2 (=i>0, i=0, 1), (1.6)
where the electric potential V satisfies Poisson’s equation
&{ } (=(x, {V ) {V )=n&n* (1.7)
(see Refs. [5, 20]).
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The time-dependent self-consistent quasi-linear Schro dingerPoisson
system (SP) is a set of equations
it m=&12 2m+(V+V ) m (2.1)
&{ } (=({V ) {V )=n&n* (2.2)
n(x, t)= :

m=1
*m |m(x, t)| 2 (2.3)
=({V )==0+=1 |{V | 2 (=0 , =1>0) (2.4)
with initial conditions
m(x, 0)=0m(x) (2.5)
and (in our case) 1-periodic boundary conditions on the unit cube
Q=[0, 1]& (&=1, 2, 3)
m(x+ei , t)=m(x, t) (2.6)
where, in three dimensions, e1=(1, 0, 0), e2=(0, 1, 0), etc. (usually under-
stood in the L2-sense); the *m ’s are the occurrence probabilities of the
initial states 0m(x); n* and V are given time-independent 1-periodic
functions describing a dopant density and effective exterior potential,
respectively (see Section 1).
One usually imposes the normalization
|
Q
|0m(x)|
2 dx=1, m=0, 1, 2, ... . (2.7)
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Under some natural regularity assumptions on the data, and the conditions
|
Q
n(x, t) dx=|
Q
n*(x) dx=1 (\t0) (2.8)
|
Q
V(x, t) dx=0 (2.9)
existence and uniqueness of global strong solutions (m , V ) to (2.1)(2.6)
for V =0 (satisfying (2.8) and (2.9)) is proved in Ref. [21]; note that (2.8)
is just the same as (2.7) because the strong solutions satisfy the conserva-
tion laws
|
Q
|m(x, t)| 2 dx=const., (2.10)
|
Q { |{9| 2+=0 |{V | 2+
3=1
2
|{V | 4= dx=const. (2.11)
for all t0 (where |{9| 2 :=m=1 *m |{m |
2); (2.10) is conservation of
mass whereas (2.11) is a type of ‘‘energy’’ conservation (but, as pointed out
in Ref. [22], it is not the physical energy).
We are interested in showing that (SP) has stationary states of type
m(x, t)=e&i|m } t.m(x) (2.12)
with real numbers (frequencies) |m and real time-independent wave func-
tions .m (m=1, 2, ...). Inserting (2.12) into (SP) we arrive at the nonlinear
eigenvalue problem
&122.m+(V+V ) .m&|m.m=0 (2.13)
&{ } (=0+=1 |{V | 2) {V=n&n* (2.14)
|
Q
|.m | 2 dx=1 (\m) (2.15)
|
Q
V(x) dx=0 (2.16)
(where n=n(x)=m=1 *m |.m(x)|
2). To simplify the presentation, we now
make the assumptions
*1=1, *m=0 (m2), (2.17)
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and later also
|
Q
n*(x) dx=1; (2.18)
then (2.13)(2.16) finally read as (with . :=.1 , | :=|1)
&122.+[(V+V )&|].=0 (2.19)
&{(=0+=1 |{V | 2) {V=n&n* (2.20)
|
Q
|.| 2 dx=1 (2.21)
|
Q
V(x) dx=0; (2.22)
let us denote (2.19)(2.22) as the quasilinear (SP) eigenvalue problem or
(ESP).
The real effective potential V may have the form (see Ref. [23])
V (x)= :
N
j=1 {
:j
|x&xj | #j
+;j=
with some constants :j # R, ;j # R, #j<& and also #j<2 if :j<0, and a fixed
set of points xj in the fundamental lattice, in our case the unit cube Q; we
remark that #j=1 (i.e., the Coulomb or Newtonian potential) is allowed in
the cases where &2. More generally we assume that the potential V
satisfies the following condition (for s # R we write s+ :=max(s, 0),
s& :=max(&s, 0)):
V # L1loc(Q), V
& # L p(Q) for some p>
&
2
if &=2 or 3,
and p :=1 iff &=1. (2.23)
The following lemmas are concerned with the solvability of the nonlinear
Poisson Eq. (2.20).
Lemma 2.1. For any n, n* # L1(Q) satisfying (2.8) there exists a unique
weak solution V # W 1, 4per(Q) of the equation
&{ } (=0+=1 |{V | 2) {V=n&n*, (2.24)
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such that Q V dx=0, i.e., for any u # W 1, 4per (Q) one has
|
Q
(=0+=1 |{V | 2) {V } {u dx=|
Q
(n&n*) u dx. (2.25)
Lemma 2.2. For any two functions u, v # W 1, 4per(Q) we have
|
Q
[(=0+=1 |{u| 2) {u&(=0+=1 |{v| 2) {v] } {(u&v) dx
=0 &{(u&v)&2L2+
=1
4
&{(u&v)&4L4 . (2.26)
The proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 can be found in Ref. [21] (see also Refs.
[24, 25]); in the proof of Lemma 2.1 the Lagrange functional
L(V )=
=0
2 |Q |{V |
2 dx+
=1
4 |Q |{V |
4 dx&|
Q
(n(x)&n*(x)) V dx (2.27)
(with Q n*(x) dx=1) is used for functions V # W 1, 4per, 0(Q), where this space
is defined as
W 1, 4per, 0(Q) :={V # W 1, 4per(Q); |Q V(x) dx=0= . (2.28)
More precisely, one checks that L is strictly convex, C 1, and coercive on
W1, 4per, 0(Q), and that the unique solution of (2.24) is obtained as the point
at which L achieves its minimum on W 1, 4per, 0(Q).
As part of the energy functional of system (2.19)(2.22) we now define a
similar functional by
I0(.)=
=0
2 | |{V(.)|
2 dx+
3=1
4 | |{V(.)|
4 dx (2.29)
for any . # H 1per(Q) such that Q |.(x)|
2 dx=1, where V=V(.) is the
unique solution of (2.24) with n :=n(.) :=|.| 2, in the sense of (2.25)
according to Lemma 2.1. Let S0 be defined by
S0 :={. # H 1per(Q); |Q |.(x)| 2 dx=1= . (2.30)
Crucial for the existence proof of Section 3 is
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Lemma 2.3. The functional . [ I0(.) is C1 on S0 , and for the Fre chet
derivative I$0(.) one has
(I$0(.), ) =2 |
Q
V(.) . }  dx (2.31)
for any  # H 1per(Q) such that Q .(x) (x) dx=0.
Proof. We prove the result in several steps, by showing that I0 is
Ga^teaux-differentiable: if . # S0 is fixed and  # H 1per(Q) is such that
Q . dx=0, then as t  0+, we have
I0((.+t)&.+t&L2)&I0(.)
t
 2 |
Q
V(.) . dx, (2.32)
and the Ga^teaux differential is continuous from H 1per(Q) into (H
1
per(Q))$.
Step 1. First of all, notice that n [ V is continuous from L1(Q) into
W1, 4per, 0(Q). Indeed, if nj  n and Vj :=V(nj), by (2.25) and (2.26) we have
=1
4
&{V&{Vj&4L4&n&nj &L1 &V&Vj&C &n&nj&L1 &{V&{Vj &L4 ,
where we use the Sobolev embedding W 1, 4per, 0(Q)/L
(Q), and the
Poincare Wirtinger inequality &V&LqC &{V&Lq , for q :=2 or q :=4 and
functions in W 1, qper(Q) satisfying Q V(x) dx=0.
Step 2. Next we set n0 :=|.| 2, nt :=|.+t| 2&.+t&2L2 and denote
by V0 , V :=Vt respectively the solutions to (2.24) for n :=n0 and n :=nt .
Writing (2.25) for V0 and Vt , choosing there u :=Vt&V0 , and subtracting,
one gets:
=0 |
Q
|{Vt&{V0 |2 dx+=1 |
Q
( |{Vt | 2 {Vt &|{V0 | 2 {V0)({Vt&{V0) dx
=|
Q
(nt&n0)(Vt&V0) dx. (2.33)
Let us denote m :=t&1(nt&n0), W :=t&1(Vt&V0). Then from (2.33) we
deduce
=0 |
Q
|{W | 2 dx+=1 |
Q
[2({V0 } {W )2+|{V0 | 2 |{W | 2] dx+=1 tA
=|
Q
mW dx,
(2.34)
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where
A :=|
Q
[2({V0 } {W )2+|{V0 | 2 |{W | 2] dx+t |
Q
|{W | 4dx.
As A0, one sees that &{W&L2 is bounded when t  0+. On the other
hand Q W dx=0, and by the Poincare Wirtinger inequality we infer that,
for a subsequence W ( W0 in H 1per(Q). Using again (2.25) for V0 and Vt ,
for u # C per(Q) we have:
=0 |
Q
{W } {u dx+=1|
Q
[(2{V0 } {W ) {V0+|{V0 | 2 {W] } {u dx+B
=|
Q
mu dx, (2.35)
where, for convenience, we have set
B :=B1+B2+B3
B1 :=2=1 t |
Q
({V0 } {W ) {W } {u dx
B2 :==1 t |
Q
|{W | 2 {V0 } {u dx
B3 :==1 t2 |
Q
|{W | 2 {W } {u dx.
From (2.34), using the fact that W and m are bounded in L2(Q), we know
that (for some constant C>0) &{W&L4Ct&12 and
|
Q
[2({V0 } {W )2+|{V0 | 2 |{W | 2] dxC
for some constant C independent of t. Therefore, by Young’s and Ho lder’s
inequalities we have
|B1 |+|B2 |
3=1 t
2
&{u& |
Q
[2({V0 } {W )2+|{V0 | 2 |{W | 2] dx,
and also
|B3 |=1 t2 &{W&3L4 &{u&L4Ct
12.
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Therefore B  0 as t  0+. Using the knowledge that m  2., and from
(2.35), going to the limit along the subsequence satisfying W ( W0 in
H 1per(Q), we conclude that W0 satisfies, for all u # C

per(Q)
=0 |
Q
{W0 } {u dx+=1 |
Q
[(2{V0 } {W0) {V0+|{V0 | 2 {W0] } {u dx
=2 |
Q
.u dx (2.36)
By applying the LaxMilgram theorem one can easily see that the varia-
tional problem (2.36) has a unique solution W0 # H 1per(Q) satisfying
Q W0 dx=0. On the other hand we can easily conclude from (2.34) that
&{W&L2  &{W0&L2 . This means that:
V((.+t)&.+t&L2)&V(.)
t
 W0 in H 1per(Q).
Moreover, by (2.34), we have
|
Q
[2({V0 } {W )2+|{V0 | 2 |{W | 2] dx
 |
Q
[2({V0 } {W0)2+|{V0 |2 |{W0 | 2] dx
as t  0+. This implies in particular that
{V0 } {W  {V0 } {W0 in L2(Q) when t  0+. (2.37)
Step 3. Now, with the above notations it is a matter of simple algebra
to verify that
I0((.+t)&.+t&L2)&I0(.)
t
==0 |
Q
{V0 } {W dx+3=1 |
Q
|{V0 |2 {V0 } {W dx+O(t).
Using (2.37) and the fact that W  W0 in H 1per(Q), we conclude that
(I$(.), ) :=lim
t  0
I0((.+t)&.+t&L2)&I0(.)
t
==0 |
Q
{V0 } {W0 dx+3=1 |
Q
|{V0 | 2 {V0 } {W0 dx.
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This means that I0 is Ga^teaux differentiable and, choosing u :=V0 in
(2.36), one sees that I$0(.)=2.V(.). Finally, verifying that . [ .V(.) is
continuous from H 1per(Q) into (H
1
per(Q))$, one obtains the result stated in
the lemma. K
Remark. In the case &=1 the proof that I0 is a C1-functional is easier,
as there exists an explicit formula for the solution V(.) of Eqs. (2.20) and
(2.22) (see Ref. [22]).
3. THE NONLINEAR EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
In this section we will prove the following result (and some corollaries).
Theorem 3.1. Let n* # L1(Q), with Q n*(x) dx=1, and let V satisfy
condition (2.23). Then there is an infinity of solutions (\.m , |m) to (ESP)
(2.19)(2.22) in the weak sense, i.e., (2.19)(2.20) are valid in the sense
1
2 |
Q
{.m } { dx+|
Q
(V(.m)+V ) .m }  dx
=|m |
Q
.m dx, (\ # H 1per(Q)) (3.1)
|
Q
(=0+=1 |{V(.m)| 2) {V(.m) { dx
+|
Q
(n(.m)&n*)  dx=0 (\ # C per(Q)) (3.2)
for all m # N, n(.)=|.| 2; the sequence (|m)m1 is bounded from below and
satisfies limm   |m=+.
Corollary 3.2. If V # L&(Q), then the solutions of (ESP) according to
Theorem 3.1 are strong solutions, i.e., we have .m # H 2per(Q) (m # N) and
Eq. (2.19) is satisfied a.e. on Q.
For the proof of Theorem 3.1 we would like to apply a result from criti-
cal points theory using a PalaisSmale compactness condition. We set
H :={. # H 1per(Q); |Q V +|.| 2 dx<= ,
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which is a Hilbert space when equipped with its natural scalar product and
norm:
(. | )H :=|
Q
({. } {+.+V +.) dx, &.&H :=(. | .)12.
Next we define the manifold S and the functionals J : S  R and E : H"[0]
by
S :={. # H; |Q |.(x)| 2 dx=1=
J(.) := 14 |
Q
|{.| 2 dx+ 12I0(.)+
1
2 |
Q
V |.| 2 dx,
E(u) :=J(&u&&1 u),
where I0 is defined in (2.29) and &u& :=&u&L2 . By Lemma 2.3 we know that
J is C1 on S, and for any  # H with Q . dx=0 we have
(J$(.), ) = 12 |
Q
{. } { dx+|
Q
(V(.)+V ) . dx. (3.3)
Also, E is C1 on H"[0] and for any u # H"[0] and z # H we have,
denoting (z | u) :=Q z u dx,
(E$(u), z) =(J$(&u&&1 u), z&&u&&2(z | u)u) ,
which, for u # S, can be expressed as
E$(u) :=
&1
2
2u+(V(u)+V ) u&|(u) u (3.4)
|(u) :=
1
2 |Q |{u|
2 dx+|
Q
(V(u)+V ) u2 dx. (3.5)
In order to prove the theorem, we show first the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3. J is bounded below and satisfies the following PalaisSmale
condition: if (uk , +k)k # S_R is such that
E$(uk)&+kuk  0 in H$, (3.4)
then there exist (u, +) # S_R and a subsequence (ukj , +kj) j such that
(ukj , +kj)  (u, +) in H_R. (3.7)
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Proof of Lemma 3.3. Step 1. Here we prove that J is bounded below.
Indeed the only non-positive term in J comes from the negative part of V .
But it is clear that for u # H
|
Q
V &u2 dx&V &&Lp &u&2L2p$ (3.8)
where 2p$ :=2p( p&1)<2* (here we denote 2p$ := if &=1, 2* :=6 if
&=3, and 2*= if &=2). By Sobolev’s inequality and Rellich’s compact-
ness embedding we know that the embedding H/L2p$(Q) is compact (see
for instance Ref. [25, Chap. 1, Sect. 8]) and one easily verifies that for any
$>0 there exists a constant C$>0 such that for any u # H one has
&u&2L2p$$ &{u&
2
L2+C$ &u&
2
L2 . (3.9)
Therefore for u # S, we have
J(u) 14&{.&
2
L2&$ &V
&&Lp &{.&2L2&C$
1
8&{.&
2
L2&C$ (3.10)
when $>0 is chosen small enough; this shows that J is bounded below
on S.
Step 2. We prove now that J satisfies the above mentioned Palais
Smale condition. Consider a sequence (uk , |k) # S_R as in (3.6). Inequality
(3.10), together with the fact that J(uk) is bounded, shows that the sequence
(uk)k is bounded in H 1per(Q). Then we have
|
Q
V + |uk | 2 dxJ(uk)+|
Q
V & |uk | 2 dxC,
where we use again inequality (3.8). This means finally that (uk)k is
bounded in H.
On the other hand, by (3.4) and (3.5), we have (E$(uk), uk)=0. There-
fore
+k=&(E$(uk)&+kuk , uk)  0
because (uk)k is bounded in H and E$(uk)&+k uk  0 in H$.
Now, as we already noted in the proof of Lemma 2.3, (V(uk))k is bounded
in W 1, 4per, 0(Q), and therefore, setting |k :=|(uk) where | is defined in (3.35),
we know that (|k)k is bounded and
_k :=E$(uk)=
&1
2
2uk+(V(uk)+V ) uk&|kuk  0 in H$.
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Therefore there exists a subsequence, still denoted by (uk , |k)k , there
exists (u, |) # H_R such that uk ( u in H-weak and |k  |. By Rellich’s
compactness theorem we know that uk  u in the strong topology of Lq(0)
for any q<2*. In particular u # S. On the other hand, as V & # L p(Q) with
p>&2, setting
r :=
2&
&+2
,
1
q
:=
1
r
&
1
p
=
1
2
+
1
&
&
1
p
,
we check that q<2* if &=2 or &=3 (we set r :=1 and q := when &=1).
Therefore by Ho lder’s inequality (note that r&1= p&1+q&1)
&V &(u&uk)&Lr&V &&Lp &u&uk&Lq ,
which shows that V &uk  V &u in Lr(Q), and also in H$. Finally note that
V(uk)  V(u) in W 1, 4per, 0(Q) and so V(uk) uk  V(u) u in L
2(Q) (here we use
the fact that for &3, one has the continuous embedding W 1, 4per, 0/L
(Q)).
Now we may write
{k :=
&1
2
2uk+V +uk+uk=_k+(1+|k) uk&V(uk) uk+V &uk
and remember that by the LaxMilgram theorem it is clear that u [ Au :=
(&12) 2u+V
+u+u is an isomorphism between H and H$. Therefore,
denoting by B :=A&1 the inverse of this isomorphism we have that
uk=B{k . But from the above analysis we know that
{k  { :=(1+|) u&V(u) u+V &u
and therefore uk  B{ in H. This proves Lemma 3.1. K
Proof of Theorem 3.1 We recall here the following theorem (see
Theorem 5.3 or Theorem 5.5, Chap. 4 in Ref. [25], or see Ref. [24]):
Theorem. Let S be a C2 manifold in an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space H, such that S contains subsets of any genus. If E # C1(H"[0], R),
and J :=E |S is non constant, even, and bounded below and satisfies the
PalaisSmale condition (3.6)(3.7) on S, then J has an infinite sequence
(.k)k1 of critical points on S and the critical values ck :=J(.k) satisfy
limk  + ck=+.
This shows that there are an infinite number of critical points (.k)k
for J on S, and an infinite number of critical values (ck)k of J which are
bounded from below (because J is bounded from below) and converge to
infinity for k  . By a classical argument from variational theory (see
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Refs. [24, 25]) one sees that then there are numbers |k (the Lagrange
multipliers) such that one has
J$(.k)=|k .k (3.11)
in H$ and
J(.k)=ck . (3.12)
Equation (3.11) is the same as statement (3.1) of Theorem 3.1; according
to our construction, the sequence (ck)k is bounded from below, and
furthermore, one has
ck=
1
4 |Q { |{.k | 2+=0 |{V(.k)| 2+
3=1
2
|{V (.k)| 4= dx+12 |Q V .2k dx
(3.13)
and
|k=(J$(.k), .k)= 12 | |{.k | 2 dx+| V(.k) .2k dx+| V .2k dx. (3.14)
Equations (3.13) and (3.14) and Lemma 2.2, together with the Sobolev
embedding W 1, 4per (Q)/L
(Q), imply
|k=2ck+|
Q
V(.k) .2k&
1
2 _=0 |Q |{V(.k)| 2+
3=1
2 |Q |{V(.k)|
4&
2ck&C[&.2k&n*&
2
L1+1]
2ck&K
with some constant K; thus |k   for k  .
The proof of Corollary 3.2 just uses the fact that for the solutions . of
Theorem 3.1 one has V . # L2(Q): indeed
|
Q
|V .| 2 dx&V &2L& &.&
2
L2*
if V # L&(Q).
Remark 1. Actually, by elliptic regularity theory one has that all the
eigenfunctions . given by Theorem 3.1 are in C per(Q) if V is a regular
potential.
Remark 2. We finally point out the following interesting problem:
Consider the one-dimensional case &=1, and =0=1, =1=0 (for simplicity
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only). The dimensionalized version of (2.1) is then (with Planck number )
it=&
2
2
xx+V() +V ; (3.15)
rescaling time, space, and the wave function by t  t, x  y,   ,
(3.15) takes the form
it=&12xx+V() +V , (3.16)
where V ( y)=V (y) and V solves the linear Poisson equation
&Vxx=|| 2&n*. (3.17)
Assuming that V (0)=0 and x=0 is a nondegenerate critical point of V
(thus V   0 as   0), are there stationary solutions of (3.16), (3.17)
which concentrate around the ground state solution of (3.16), (3.17),
which is the solution of this system with V #0 and lowest energy |1?
(See Refs. [2628], where this question was investigated for semilinear
Schro dinger equations.)
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